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ABELIAN />-GROUPS DETERMINED
BY THEIR ULM SEQUENCES

PETER CRAWLEY

Ulm's theorem asserts that, within the class of all reduced
countable abelian p-groups, a group is determined, up to iso-
morphism, by its Ulm sequence. Although this theorem fails in
general for uncountable groups, there are classes of uncountable
abelian p-groups whose members are determined within the class
by their Ulm sequences. Eolettis has shown that the class of
direct sums of countable p-groups has this property. Here it
is shown that the class of those abelian p-groups for which the
Ulm type is finite and all the Ulm factors except the last are
direct sums of cyclic groups, is another such class.

Let G be a reduced abelian p-group. Define the subgroup Ga

for each ordinal a as follows. Set G° = G. Proceeding inductively,
if a = β + 1, define Ga to be the subgroup of those elements in Gβ

which have infinite height in Gβ; if a is a limit ordinal, define Ga =
Πβ«χGβ. Since G is reduced, there is a first ordinal τ such that
Gτ = 0; this ordinal τ is called the Ulm type of G. The Ulm factors
of G are defined to be the factor groups Ga = Ga/Ga+1 (a > τ). And
the sequence of Ulm factors Ga (a < τ) is called the Ulm sequence
of G. Two groups G and H have isomorphic Ulm sequences if
Ga = Ha for every a.

Our theorem is now the following:1

If G is a reduced abelian p-group having finite Ulm type n and
such that its first n — 1 Ulm factors GOf , G%_2 are direct sums of
cyclic groups, and if H is any other abelian p-group whose Ulm
sequence is isomorphic to that of G, then H = G.

It should be noted that in this theorem no assumption is made
on the last Ulm factor Gn_x of G.

Neither the assumption of finite Ulm type nor the assumption
that all but the last Ulm factor are direct sums of cyclic groups
can be dropped from the hypotheses of the theorem. For example,
if G is any countable p-group whose Ulm type is infinite, then there
is an uncountable p-group whose Ulm sequence is isomorphic to that
of G. Moreover, it is known that there are nonisomorphic p-groups
of Ulm type 2 having isomorphic Ulm sequences.

1 Since completing this paper, I have learned that P. Hill and C. Megibben have
obtained similar results.
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Throughout the proof of the theorem, the usual notation and
terminology, for the most part, is used.2 If x is an element of a
group, then the cyclic subgroup generated by x is denoted by [x].
The symbol φ will be used to designate the direct sum of a pair of
subgroups, while the symbol Σ will designate the direct sum of a
family of subgroups.

The proof begins with the following common generalization of
Kolettis' theorem [5] and a theorem of Zippin [6].

( a ) Let G and H be reduced abelian p-groups which are direct
sums of countable groups, and whose Ulm sequences are isomorphic.
If σ is an ordinal, and f is an isomorphism of G* onto Hσ, then f
extends to an isomorphism of G onto H.

Proof. Write G = Σ»ei G* and H = Σ ej Hs where each G{ and
each Hj is countable. For every subset K gΞ / and every subset
L^J set G(K) = Σ e* Gt and H(L) = Σ βL H5.

Let a be an ordinal less than σ. For each i e I and each j e J
pick sequences of elements {bifa,n}n<Oo in G? and {cy,α,m}w<oo in Hf such
that

Gΐ/Gt1 = Σ [δi,«, + G?+1]

and

m<<»

Then

and consequently there exists a one-to-one function Φa which maps
the set {bi>a>n\ie I; n = 1, 2, •} onto the set {cy,α,m| j e J ; m = l ,2, }
in such a way that 6ίfβ,n + Ga+1 and Φa(bi)a,n) + i ί α + 1 have the same
order.

We now construct two sequences of subsets Iu S / and JvξΞk J
such that the following conditions hold for each ordinal v:

( i ) Iu and Jv are countable and nonempty.
(ii) Iu Π 1̂  = J, ίΊ Λ = 0 f or μ < v.

Let Z1' denote the set-union of the Iμ (μ < v), and let J y denote the
set-union of the J"̂  (μ < v).

2 See, for example, Fuchs [2] or Kaplansky [4],
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(iii) If ί e I, and x G G?, then f(x) e if(Jv+1). Conversely, if j e Jv

and y e Hf, then f~\y) e G(P+1).
(iv) If ielvy then Φaφi,a,n) G iί(Jv) for all a and w. Conversely,

if i G Jv, then Φ~ι{c5,a,m) e G^) for all α and m.
Suppose the sets /^ and Jμ have been constructed for each μ < v,

and suppose that Iv Φ I. Pick two sequences of countable subsets
I j g ^ g l s g <^I - P and ̂  g JV2 g ΛΓ3 S ^ J - Ju such
that Mi ̂  0 and such that the following hold for each positive
integer q:

f(G(MqY) s H(Nq)

Φα(64fβ>w) G ί T O if i G Mq ,

f-\H(NqY) s

Then if /, = Mx U M"2 U Λf3 U and J v = ΛΓX U Λ̂ 2 U N3 U , it is
clear that /v and Jv satisfy (i)-(iv).

Since all the sets Iu are nonempty, there exists an ordinal λ such
that P = l a n d Jλ = J. Consequently, G = G(P) and H = H(Jλ), and
for each v < λ,

( 1 ) G(P+ 1) - G(P) φ G(IV) and £Γ(J^1) - H(J») φ H(Jv) .

Suppose that there is an isomorphism gv of G(P) onto H(JV)
such that the restrictions of gv and / to G{Iv)σ are equal. Let /„
denote the restriction of / to G(/V)σ, and let π0 denote the projection
of G(P+1) onto G(7V), τrx denote the projection of H{Jv+ι) onto Jϊ(J v),
and π2 denote the projection of H(JV+1) onto H{J"), as determined by
the decompositions (1). If x e G(Iv)

σ, then by (iii) there exist elements
7/ G £Γ(Jv) and z e H(Jy) such that f(x) = y + z. Then /^(y) = a? - /"'(z),
and as /-'(z) G G(/^), it follows that πJ-ΎπJ(x) = x. Similarly, if
y G H(Ju)

a, then π^πj^iy) = T/. Therefore ^ / v is an isomorphism of
G(Iv)

σ onto H(J,)°. Moreover, for each a < σ, the αth Ulm factors
of G{IV) and ^(J,) are isomorphic by (iv), and hence G(IU) = ίf(J,) by
Ulm's theorem. By Zippin's theorem [6, §8], the mapping πjv ex-
tends to an isomorphism hx of G(IU) onto H(JU). And inasmuch as
π2fv is a homomorphism of G(I»)σ into H(JU)% this homomorphism
extends to a homomorphism h2 of G(/v) into H(J") by [1, 1.2]. Con-
sequently, iί h = hx + h2, and if g»+1 is the direct sum of gv and fe,
then gv+1 is an isomorphism of G(IV+1) onto H(JI*+1) whose restriction
to G{P+1)a equals the restriction of / to G{Iu+1)σ. A transίinite induc-
tion now completes the proof of (a).

( b ) Let G be a reduced abelian p-group, and let B be a basic
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subgroup of G1. Then there is a subgroup S such that S + G1 = G
and S1 = S Π G1 = B.

Proof. Since GVJB is divisible, it is a direct summand of G/B,
say G/B — G^B φ S/B, where S is a subgroup of G containing B.
Then S -\- G1 = G, and S Γ\ G1 = B. Suppose 6 e 5, and n is any
positive integer. Then as beG1, there are elements ceS and ueG1

such that 6 = #>wc + pnu. Therefore pnc e G1, and consequently pnc e i?.
Hence p%u e 5, and inasmuch as B is pure in G1, there is an element
deB such that p % ^ = pnd. Thus 6 = pn(c + d), and it follows that

The next lemma is a special case of the principal result of Irwin-
Richman [3].

( c) If G is an abelian p-group for which G/G1 and G1 are
direct sums of cyclic groups, then G is a direct sum of countable
groups.

(d) If G and H are reduced abelian p-groups such that G/G1 =
H/H1 and G/G1 is a direct sum of cyclic groups, and if f is an
isomorphism of G1 onto H1, then f extends to an isomorphism of G
onto H.

Proof. Let B be a basic subgroup of G1, and let C be that
basic subgroup of H1 which is the image of B under /. By (b)
there are subgroups S of G and T of H such that S + G1 — G,
S n G1 - S1 = B, T + H1 = H, and T f] H1 = T1 = C. Now

S/S1 = S/B ^ G/G1 s H/H1 = T/C = T/T1 ,

and hence by (c) and (a) there is an isomorphism φ of S onto T such
that the restriction of φ to B is the same as the restriction of / to
B. If A is a complete set of coset representatives of B in S, then
each element x e G is uniquely of the form x = a + u where a e A
and ueG1, and the mapping g defined by g(x) — φ{a) + f(u) is the
desired isomorphism of G onto H which extends /.

The theorem now follows directly from (d).
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